MINUTES OF THE 29th MEETING OF “PROJECT APPROVAL BOARD” OF NATIONAL MISSION ON EDUCATION THROUGH INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY (NMEICT) HELD ON 20th MAY, 2015 AT 15:00 HRS AT CONFERENCE ROOM, ROOM NO. 112 SHASTRI BHAWAN, NEW DELHI-110 001.

The 29th Meeting of the Empowered Committee of Experts (Project Approval Board (PAB)) of National Mission on Education through Information and Communication Technology (NMEICT) was held on 20th May 2015 At 15:00 Hrs. at Conference Room, Shastri Bhavan, New Delhi, under the Chairpersonship of Secretary, Department of Higher Education, Ministry of HRD.

The list of Members and Invitees who participated in the Meeting is at Annexure-I.

Joint Secretary (TEL) and Mission Director (NMEICT) & Member Secretary, PAB welcomed the Members of the PAB and informed them about the Agenda in brief. Thereafter, with the permission of the Chair, the Agenda Items were discussed and the following decisions were taken:

**Agenda Item No. I**

**Confirmation of Minutes of the 28th Meeting of the Project Approval Board held on 26th June, 2014.**

Member Secretary, PAB, invited observations from the Members on the Minutes of the 28th Meeting of the PAB. Since all the Members agreed and no observations on the Minutes were received from any Member, the Minutes of the 28th Meeting of the PAB held on 26th June, 2014 were confirmed.

**Agenda Item No. II**

**Action Taken Report (ATR)**

Member Secretary, PAB placed the Action Taken Report (ATR) regarding the decisions taken during the 28th Meeting of the PAB held on 26th June, 2014 before the Members. The ATR submitted was noted by the PAB. However, in the light of developments that have taken place during the past eleven months, the Members deliberated upon some of the decisions taken in the last PAB Meeting which needed review and the reviewed decisions are as under:-

**Agenda Item No. 4 & Agenda Item No. 8 of the 28th Meeting of the PAB**

Regarding “Empanelment of Government Undertakings and State IT Organizations for Installing LANs at Universities” and “Providing 1+1 Redundancy to all Centrally Funded Institutions in North-Eastern States, J & K and hilly areas”, the Members were of the view that the TEL Bureau may convene a Meeting of Secretary, Higher Education, Secretary, Telecom; Chairman, Domain Expert Committee, NMEICT on Connectivity; and Education Secretaries of the States, to review the status of
connectivity provided under NMEICT & NKN to Universities and Colleges in various States. Further, issues concerning connectivity, its use and ways to provide Wi-Fi connectivity at Universities and Colleges be discussed in this Meeting. The decisions and the outcomes of this Meeting, together with technical recommendations of the Domain Expert Committee, NMEICT on Connectivity would be placed before the PAB for taking a view.

It was also decided to seek State-wise list of Institutions where connectivity has been established, sending the individual lists to the respective State Governments with a request to review the functioning of connectivity, its down-time and up-time etc. on a prescribed format and to send bimonthly reports to the NMEICT. The NMEICT should collate all such reports and map the data with reports received from BSNL and MTNL to get a larger picture of the actual status of connectivity.

It was informed to PAB that a meeting was convened by Principal Secretary to the Prime Minister on 17th December, 2014 wherein it was decided that:-

**Wifi in universities:** The ‘40.00 Lakh/University that is available in 350 universities for LAN will now be used for providing Wi-Fi facility. To do this:-

a. DoHE will finalise a base document by 26.12.2014. This base document will be used by universities to tender for Wi-Fi installation.

b. DoHE will take the assistance of DoT and DIT in finalising the base document. A panel consisting of Secretaries of Higher Education, IT and Telecom and DG, UIDAI will finalize the base document and also a mechanism for accelerating procurement of Wi-Fi through empanelled vendors.

c. The target date for providing Wi-Fi coverage in 350 universities is 31.3.2015.

In view of the above decision, a meeting of the panel consisting of Secretaries of Higher Education, IT and Telecom and DG, UIDAI took place on 28th April, 2015 wherein the following decisions were taken:-

(i) It was felt to opt for the outsourced model so that Universities do not have to invest for Capital Expenditure.

(ii) Appropriate Request for Proposal (RFP), Memorandum of Agreement (MoA) and SLA to be signed with selected vendors for Wi-Fi provisioning and Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) to be signed by Universities may be drafted by the Education & Research Network (ERNET) in three weeks’ time for consideration of this Panel. While drafting these documents, the experience of UIDAI in empanelment of agencies may be taken into account for provisioning of ‘Wi-Fi’ in University campuses.

(iii) While drafting the RFP, the area that is to be covered by ‘Wi-Fi’, bandwidth requirement and the estimated number of users may be taken into account.

(iv) The empanelment of vendor(s) shall be done by the ERNET as it is a specialised agency in this area and MHRD would assist it in the empanelment of vendors. The invitation of Expression of Interest by vendors and their empanelment should be a continuous process as was the case with UIDAI.

(v) The proposed system may not be built on existing system and a fresh system should be envisaged. The solution architecture of the proposed system must be finalised in the first instance.
(vi) A model of installation of required instruments/equipment to install and to maintain ‘Wi-Fi’ services, as per requirement, by the vendor selected through due process where the payment is on the basis of uptime, strength of signal, usage etc. may be the best, given the present scenario. It was also felt that a system to generate the reports about uptime, strength of signal, usage etc. automatically may be put in place so that bills for the vendors may also be generated automatically.

(vii) Initially the contract to empanelled vendors may be given for five years.

(viii) Guidelines for Users/Universities may be drafted by the ERNET along with drafting of the RFP, MoA, SLA and MoU.

(ix) The panel will meet again after three weeks to take stock of the situation and take further decisions.

The Members also reviewed the issue of addressing the redundancy to Optical Fiber Connectivity already provided to the Institutions in the North-Eastern States, J&K and hilly areas. The Members felt that providing another Optical Fiber link at these places, as a redundancy link, may not be that fruitful. Prof. SV Raghavan, Chairman, Domain Expert Committee, NMEICT on Connectivity reminded the Chairman, PAB that he has already suggested that a letter, the draft of which has already been submitted by him, may be sent to Secretary, Department of Space (DoS) requesting him to allocate ten Transponders on INSAT-15 (to be launched around September, 2015) for establishing the redundancy link in the North-Eastern States, J&K and hilly areas.

The PAB while noting the above developments agreed to them. The PAB also approved that the NMEICT should monitor the functioning and availability of appropriate level of connectivity through BSNL and MTNL as a case may be. The PAB further approved that:-

- redundancy links be established in the North-Eastern States, J&K and hilly areas using ten Satellite Transponders, subject to the availability of funds with NMEICT.
- a request letter as suggested by Prof. SV Raghavan on this be sent to Secretary, DOS as soon as possible.

Agenda Item No.14 of the previous PAB

“Consulting work for review and amendment of applicable UGC/AICTE Regulations for incorporating Technology Enabled Learning in Higher Education”.

The Members were informed that the Project could not be awarded. However, the Members recommended that the Committee constituted to redraft the DECI Bill may be approached by the MHRD to consider the recognition of award of certificates & degrees through the ICT mode by NMEICT such as MOOCs, NPTEL, e-content etc. expeditiously.

The Members were informed that the Committee constituted to redraft the DECI Bill has already submitted its report and it would be appropriate to approach the UGC and the AICTE and the Regulator of Distance Education to have appropriate Regulations regarding the recognition of award of certificates & degrees through the ICT mode by NMEICT such as MOOCs, NPTEL, e-content etc. so that the students do not face any problem or uncertainty.

Agenda Item No. 16 of the previous PAB

The issue regarding Office Space for Mission Secretariat, NMEICT was discussed.
After consideration of various options, it was decided that the required space for NMEICT may be made available by the All India Council of Technical Education (AICTE) in their new building now ready at Nelson Mandela Road. The TEL Bureau was authorised to approach the AICTE for this.

**Agenda Item No III:**

**Items for Ratification**

The issues concerning NMEICT, wherein Secretary, Higher Education in his capacity as Chairman, PAB has taken the following decisions, were put before the Members for ratification. The issues listed were discussed and the Members ratified the decisions taken by Secretary, Higher Education as under:-

a) **Constitution of DTH Operations & Monitoring Group (OMG).**

The Members were informed that the MHRD vide Order F. No. 01-01/2014-TEL, dated 16th January, 2015, has reconstituted the 20 Member Domain Expert Committee called “DTH Operations & Monitoring Group (DTH-OMG) under the Chairmanship of Prof. SV Raghavan, Scientific Secretary, Office of the Principal Scientific Advisor, Government of India, and the Terms of Reference of the Group are also spelt out in this Order.

The ‘DTH-OMG’ as one of the three Domain Expert Committees now replaces the 15 Member ‘DTH Committee’ approved by the ‘National Apex Committee’, NMEICT in the 16th PAB Meeting, held on 1st September, 2010.

The PAB ratified the Constitution of the DTH Operations & Monitoring Group (OMG) with the amendment that the Member-Secretary of this Committee will be notified as the ‘Consultant looking after the work of DTH in NMEICT’ and not by name as appearing now in the Order. The PAB further authorized the Mission Director to issue a revised order to this effect.

b) **List of 213 Institutions and copy of a Standard MOU.**

The Members were briefed that the “DTH Committee has recommended the setting up of 213 Teaching Ends (TEs) for transmission of live content for the proposed 50 DTH Channels and creation of requisite content. A list of Institutions where the TEs are being established include Institutions like the Central Universities (CUs), Indian Institutes of Technology (IITs), National Institutes of Technology (NITs), National Institutes of Technical Teachers’ Training and Research (NITTTRs), Indian Institutes of Management (IIMs), Consortium for Educational Communication (CEC) & EMMRCs, Indira Gandhi National Open University (IGNOU) & State Open Universities, Institutions of National Importance, State & other Universities, Agricultural Universities, Medical Institutions etc., was circulated and it was informed that this list was approved by former Secretary, Higher Education & Chairman, PAB along with a standard MoU. The Members were further briefed that the TEL Bureau has since re-visited the MoU and the revised MOU was tabled (Annexure-II) and it was informed that the Integrated Finance Division (IFD) of MHRD and the Ministry of Law & Justice (ML&J) shall also vet the MoU after its in-principle approval by the PAB.

The PAB approved the decision taken in selection of the 213 TEs and in-principle approved the MoU re-visited by the TEL Bureau and authorized the
Nodal Officer/Director (ICT), Department of Higher Education to sign the MoU after the above mentioned vetting and completion of other necessary formalities.

**Agenda Item No. III. 3**

This Agenda Item was relisted under the heading ‘Miscellaneous Items’ (Agenda – IV D).

**Agenda IV A, Administrative issues:**

**Agenda IV A (1)**

**Engaging additional Technical & Secretarial Support Staff for NMEICT**

The Members were informed that presently, only 3 Senior Consultants are engaged in the Mission, who are assigned more than 100 sanctioned Projects to mentor, guide, monitor, review and report as the representatives of MHRD/NMEICT through attending PRSG Meetings, attend work related to the three Domain Expert Committees and the PAB Meetings etc., and are assisted by a Computer Operator each. Further new initiatives have been taken by the NMEICT such as Wi-Fi in all Universities, National Digital Library, CHEERS, MOOCs etc. and as such additional manpower is urgently required.

The Members were informed that at present the NMEICT has 30 Vacant positions, approved by the PAB and there is a proposal to fill 13 of these vacant positions.

The PAB approved the proposal to engage: 2 Senior Consultants; 1 Consultant; 3 Junior Consultants; 2 Secretarial Support Staff; 2 Office Assistants and 3 MTS/Messengers for NMEICT as per norms.

**Agenda IV A (2).**

**Enhancement of Consultancy Fee of Senior Consultants and the Salary of other Contractual Supporting Staff working in TSG-EdCIL and re-designation of Senior Consultants.**

The Members were informed that the consultancy fee of 2 Senior Consultants (recruited by EdCIL through regular selection process), was fixed at Rs. 90,000/- consolidated w.e.f. 1st April, 2012 consequent to the decision of the 24th PAB Meeting held on 4th October, 2012. It continues to be Rs. 90,000/- even now and has been frozen since 1st April, 2012. In addition, other supporting staff at various levels has also not been given any raise since September, 2013. The Members were informed that the personnel working in the Mission have been demanding appropriate and regular annual raise commensurate with inflation as well as their performance.

a) The PAB approved the introduction of annual raise in consulting fee/salaries of Senior Consultants/Supporting Staff engaged in NMEICT, commensurate with inflation as well as their performance as per the table given in the Agenda Note. However, the PAB felt that for all personnel including Senior Consultants, an appropriate upper limit of consolidated fee/salary has to be specified by EdCIL, to provide such relief to all the personnel recruited by EdCIL for NMEICT. The PAB
further recommended that within the new ceiling so specified by EdCIL, they may follow the rules concerning performance rating for annual increase to all personnel engaged for NMEICT.

b) The PAB also approved to re-designate the incumbent ‘Senior Consultants’ recruited by EdCIL through regular selection process in NMEICT, as “Chief Consultants” without any additional financial outgo because of this re-designation. This would not add to the presently sanctioned strength of Consultants for NMEICT.

(Agenda IV A 3)

Delegation of financial powers for TSG-EdCIL expenditure to Nodal Officer (NMEICT).

The Members were briefed regarding the proposal for delegation of financial powers to the Nodal Officer (NMEICT) for expenditure up to `5.00 Lakh.

The PAB deliberated and felt that the Apex Committee has delegated Financial Powers of NMEICT to ‘Joint Secretary (TEL) & the Mission Director’ and such powers cannot be further delegated by the JS (TEL) & Mission Director to Nodal Officer (NMEICT). However, financial powers up to `5.00 Lakh for routine and administrative activities and small purchases may be delegated to Nodal Officer (NMEICT) with prior approval of Chairman, Apex Committee i.e. the Hon’ble Minister for Human Resource Development.

Agenda IV A (4).

Extension for continuing NMEICT Projects pending proposed review/evaluation by an Independent Agency for large Projects and by respective PRSGs for smaller Projects.

The Members were informed that all NMEICT Projects were given last extension for completion up to 30th September, 2014 and they were advised to complete the Projects and send Completion Reports to the Mission Secretariat. It is now proposed that before certifying as satisfactory, the completion of the Projects, particularly the large Projects with a sanction amount exceeding `1.00 Crore, an independent agency may be asked to evaluate and review the Project outcomes.

The PAB approved the evaluation and review of Project outcomes of all Projects above `1.00 Crore by an Independent Agency and evaluation and review by the respective PRSGs for remaining Projects. The PAB also approved the extension for all continuing Projects till 31st December, 2015, with effect from the expiry of last approval, without sanction of any additional amount, so that the review of the Projects can be completed. The PAB also authorized the Chairman, PAB to approve the selection of an independent agency for reviewing these Projects.

Agenda IV A (5).

Budget Estimate for TSG-EdCIL & Mission Secretariat NMEICT for the Financial Year 2015-16
The Members were briefed that EdCIL as TSG maintains and supports the Mission Secretariat of NMEICT & the salary of staff etc. The disbursement to EdCIL is presently linked with 1% of NMEICT Budget Outlay as per Para-7(f) of the note approved by the CCEA. The Budget estimated towards recurring administrative expenses at present ranges between `250.00 - `275.00 Lakh.

The PAB approved the Budget Estimate of `200.00 Lakh for TSG-EdCIL and Mission Secretariat, NMEICT; as the budget outlay for NMEICT in 2015-16 is `200.00 Crore. It was also approved that the TSG-EdCIL may be entrusted with the additional support work related to new Schemes CHEERS and SWAYAM.

**Agenda IV A (6).**

Reconstitution of Selection Committee for Interview of Senior Consultants & Consultants of NMEICT.

The Members were informed that the PAB in its 6th Meeting held on 29th May, 2009 has approved Selection Committee for interview of ‘Consultants’, which is around 6 years old and outdated and were therefore requested to reconstitute the Selection Committee.

The PAB therefore considered reconstituting the Selection Committee for interviewing Senior Consultants, Consultants & Junior Consultants for NMEICT as under:-

- Mission Director (NMEICT)
- Representative of EdCIL
- Domain Experts to be nominated by EdCIL in consultation with Mission Director (NMEICT).

**Agenda-IV C**

Items recommended by Standing Committee, NMEICT, as under, were taken up for deliberation and decision by the PAB.

**Agenda-IV C (1)**

Creating Digital Learning Environment for design in India (e-Kalpa) Phase II.

The Members were briefed that this is a continuing Project, wherein Phase-I has been completed and Phase-II of the Project has been recommended by the Standing Committee (SC) in its Meeting held on 25th August, 2014 with the budget outlay of `8.40 Crore & the SC has also offered some observations.

The PAB approved e-Kalpa Phase-II at a total cost of `8.40 Crore with the stipulation that the e-content developed under the Project may be assessed by an independent body to take into consideration the opinions of learners. It was also recommended that the name of the Project website be changed to a new familiar name which directly relates with this Project.

**Agenda-IV C (2).**

Entrepreneurship Development for the Educated Youth in India.
The Members were informed that the SC has recommended in-principle the development of 10 Courses by the PI in two years’ time at the rate recently approved by the PAB, i.e., `29,000/- for one hour of e-content development (each course of 40 Hours) and `2,000/- for Transcription. However, in the first instance, development of 5 Courses in MOOCs format with a budget of `62.00 Lakh in the first year is proposed.

The PAB decided that now onwards all content development Projects to be put up for approval before the PAB should be MOOCs compliant only. The PI should therefore be asked to re-submit the proposal for development & running of these courses on MOOCs format to the DEC, once the recommendations of the Costing Committee on MOOCs are considered, finalized and notified.

**Agenda-IV C (3)**

National Consultation for Educational Technology for Establishment of Indian Association of Educational Technology (IAET)

PI: Dr. Jayashree Shinde, SNDT Women’s University, Mumbai.

The SC has recommended a proposal to establish “Indian Association of Educational Technology (IAET)” as a common platform for pooling together of expertise in the field of Educational Technology. On the recommendation of the SC the PI has revised the DPR for a ‘National Consultation Conference’ with NMEICT’s funding for grant of `18.50 Lakh for the Conference.

The PAB observed that formation of Associations is not in the mandate of NMEICT; accordingly, the proposal was not approved.

**Agenda-IV C (4)**

e-Training Environment for Training Technical (Polytechnic) Teachers & Students

PI: Dr. S. Mohan, Director NITTTR Chennai.

This is a proposal to develop 80 courses for Polytechnics by 4 NITTTRs with NITTTR Chennai as the Anchor Institution. The SC on 25th August, 2014 has recommended a budget of `13.40 Crore, as first instalment to initiate the program. The SC also advised that PRSG for this program is to be constituted.

The PAB observed that the PI has since left the NITTTR and no further interest has been shown by any of the NITTTRs after that. The proposal was therefore not approved.

**Agenda-IV C (5)**


PI: Prof. Ramesh Kumar Gautam, Director, ILLL.
The Members were briefed that this is a continuing Project and the PI has requested for release of the second instalment. The SC in the Meeting held on 8th September, 2014, recommended the release of `50.00 Lakh as next installment out of 2 Crore budget already approved by the PAB.

The PAB approved the release of the next instalment as recommended by the SC.

Agenda-IV C (6)

Creation of Social Work Education Network
PI: Dr S. Parashuraman, Director, TISS, Mumbai.

The SC has forwarded a Project recommending Creation of Social Work Education Network with a budget to implement setting up of six subject hubs in six regions including North, South, East, West, North-East and Central India. There would be 30 Colleges affiliated to the six hubs based on the accessibility, resources and student strength. Courses Offered – 2000 teaching learning hours will be created contributing to 4 complete courses and part content for 3 courses. Teachers Training – Two batches of Teachers Training shall be organized for 100 trainers.

The PAB feels that the Project does not cover the objectives of NMEICT. Further the Indian Council of Social Sciences Research (ICSSR), which has mandate for Social Sciences, can be approached for seeking funding of this Project. The proposal was therefore not approved.

Agenda-IV C (7)

Institutional Network and Virtual Knowledge Repository for Arts and Humanities Education in India-Sahapedia.
PI: Prof. Navjyoti Singh, IIIT Hyderabad.

The proposal is to build an Institutional Network and Virtual Knowledge Repository for Arts and Humanities Education in India, engaging nine partner Institutions, both Universities and Cultural Organizations. 11 content modules + 3 proofs of concept/Detailed Project Proposals (DPPs) will be produced.

The PAB decided that now onwards all content development Projects to be put up for approval before the PAB should be MOOCs compliant only. The PI should therefore be asked to re-submit the proposal for development & running of these courses on MOOCs format to the DEC, once the recommendations of the Costing Committee on MOOCs are considered, finalized and notified.

Agenda-IV C (8)

Seamless Integrated e-Learning Knowledge Management System for Commerce Education at National Level COMMTEL.
PI: Prof. Bhanu Murthy, Khalsa College, Delhi University.

The Project proposal is to build courses in commerce subjects. The SC has recommended the PI to concentrate on the development of lectures only to establish
proof of concepts and recommended 156 Video Lectures, 300 e-LORs, Transcription, Question Bank & Workshop and after due-diligence a budget of ₹69.36 Lakh is recommended.

The PAB decided that now onwards all content development Projects to be put up for approval before the PAB should be MOOCs compliant only. The PI should therefore be asked to re-submit the proposal for development & running of these courses on MOOCs format to the DEC, once the recommendations of the Costing Committee on MOOCs are considered, finalized and notified.

**Agenda-IV C (9)**

Intelligent Tutoring Systems for Primary & Secondary school Subjects.  
PI: Prof. Amey Karkare, IIT Kanpur.

The Project proposal is to develop automated intelligent tutoring systems for various domains, including Physics, Chemistry and Mathematics topics for Primary and Secondary Schools and for Engineering Courses.

It was observed that the PI intends to develop tutoring systems for Primary and Secondary Schools and the Mission is mandated for funding Projects concerning Higher education only.

The PAB did not approve the proposal ‘Intelligent Tutoring Systems for Primary & Secondary School Subjects’, as they do not fall in the mandate of NMEICT.

**Agenda-IV C (10)**

National Programme on Technology Enhanced Medical Education  
PI: Prof. M. Manivannan, IIT Madras.

The proposal is to develop prototypes of *basic medical education ICT tools*, comprising haptic feedback devices, sensors and actuators and computer/network/multimedia equipment. There are very few proposals received by Mission, concerning Medical discipline. The Project is a pilot Project to focus at present only on two deliverables, instead of 10 deliverables as proposed in the original proposal. The timeline has been reduced to six months, instead of three years.

The PAB felt that Project proposals on Medical Education do not fall under the purview of MHRD; therefore, the proposal was not approved.

**Agenda-IV C (11)**

“Running Online Courses for Polytechnics and Skill Development” by NITTTR, Kolkata as Nodal Agency as extended arm of MHRD.  
PI: Prof Phalguni Gupta, NITTTR, Kolkata.

The Project proposal is to set up the Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) platform and to be named as Institute of Future Learning (IFL), as and when the SWAYAM platform is launched. The PI and the Institutes may be involved in the
preparation of content in the form of MOOCs. The SWAYAM platform can be provided to NITTTR, Kolkata instead of a separate platform proposed to be created by NITTTR, Kolkata.

The PAB decided that now onwards all content development Projects to be put up for approval before the PAB should be MOOCs compliant only. The PI should therefore be asked to re-submit the proposal for development & running of these courses on MOOCs format to the DEC, once the recommendations of the Costing Committee on MOOCs are considered, finalized and notified.

**Agenda-IV C (12)**

**Establishing a Centre of Excellence (CoE) for Research into Indian Knowledge Systems (RIKS).**  
PI: Dr. P. Ramanujan, C-DAC, Bangalore.

The PI proposes to create online, ICT-enabled, PG-level, Sanskrit academic e-Content for seven disciplines in 4-quadrant approach to enhance and upgrade Central Sanskrit University curricular courses of UGC recognition.

The PAB did not approve the proposal ‘Establishing a Centre of Excellence (CoE) for Research into Indian Knowledge Systems (RIKS)’ and was of the view that:-

(a) It would be better if e-Content, as proposed, are MOOCS compliant.

(b) It would be further better if the PI collaborates with an Academic Institution in the domain of Sanskrit language.

**Agenda-IV C (13)**

**Learning by Doing (LBD) based course Content Development.**  
PI: Prof. Sandhya Kode, IIIT Hyderabad

The proposal is an ongoing Project and on the recommendations of the SC, the PAB had approved this Project at an estimated amount of `119.00 Lakh for development of 17 courses, out of which `35.70 Lakh have already been sanctioned. The PRSG in its Meeting has found the progress satisfactory. The SC in-principle has recommended for enhancement of the budget of the Project as per rate approved by the PAB for the CEC.

The PAB approved the release of the next instalment as recommended by the SC, if not already released so far.

**Agenda-IV C (14)**

**Design and Development of Neuro-Endo Trainer for Neurosurgery Psychomotor Skills Training.**  
PI: Prof. Ashish Suri, AIIMS in collaboration with IIT Delhi

The proposal before the PAB is to develop prototypes of basic medical education ICT tools, comprising haptic feedback device, sensors and actuators and computer/network/multimedia equipment.
The PAB felt that Project Proposals on Medical Education do not fall under the purview of MHRD; therefore, the proposal was not approved.

Agenda-IV C (15)

Production of e-content courseware development in Bachelor of Commerce, Bachelor of Business Management.  
PI: Prof. H. Rajashekar, University of Mysore.

The proposal before the PAB is to develop e-content Courseware for 26 subjects under Phase-I & under Phase II production of additional 22 subjects shall be undertaken. Each subject consists of two Courses of 40 hours each and the subjects include development in Bachelor of Commerce, Bachelor of Business Management & Translation.

The PAB decided that now onwards all content development Projects to be put up for approval before the PAB should be MOOCs compliant only. The PI should therefore be asked to re-submit the proposal for development & running of these courses on MOOCs format to the DEC, once the recommendations of the Costing Committee on MOOCs are considered, finalized and notified.

Agenda-IV C (16)

Dissemination of NMEICT products through Google.  
PI: Mr. Rachit Jain, Google India Private Ltd.

The proposal is to launch massive publicity campaign to make the student and teacher communities aware of the major products of the NMEICT and to use a phased approach for the online promotions by Google India using the Google Platform.

The PAB did not approve the proposal, ‘Dissemination of NMEICT products through Google’ as it felt that it would be better to use an indigenous platform for the purpose.

Agenda-IV C (17)

Policy Decision on Wi-Fi Campus Connect in University Campuses connected through NMEICT.

The PAB was informed that the BSNL out of 403 universities having provided with 1 Gbps connectivity has further provided 400 node LAN in 50 Universities only and is now in the process of establishment of Wi Fi connectivity in 48 Universities. There are lots of complaints received from various users on non-satisfactory performance of BSNL. Further, once the migration of NMEICT networks to NKN is done, the charges for connectivity by BSNL should not be paid.

The PAB approved that a Fact-Finding Committee be constituted to look into the matters related to complaints on connectivity and provision of LAN by BSNL & MTNL under NMEICT to Universities and Colleges.

Agenda-IV C (18)
**e-Exam**  
**PI: Prof. R.K. Shevgaonkar, IIT Delhi**

The Project is to develop electronic examination system wherein the basic principles in defining the problem and finding its solution, etc. are based on outcome based education, instead of traditional system. The proposal has two components, viz., Paper setting Platform and Creation of e-Exam Question Bank for five courses. A separate platform may not be required to be set up, since this shall be supported under SWAYAM platform. Accordingly, the Project cost after such consideration stands at `135.00 lakhs.

PAB did not approve the Project as neither the PI nor any of his team members were present to explain the Project.

---

**Agenda-IV C (19)**

**Campus Connect Provision of Wi-Fi in 350 Universities**  
**PI: Prof. Jaspal S. Sandhu, Secretary, UGC**

The proposal is to provide Wi-Fi services in 305 Universities at a cost of Rs.40.00 lakhs per university. This Department is working hard for implementation of the decision taken in the Meeting chaired by the Principal Secretary to PM on 17th December, 2014 regarding Digital Initiative in HRD. One of the components of the decision was provision of Wi Fi in Universities.

The PAB took note of it and ratified the release of funds to the UGC for Wi-Fi Campus Connect in Universities.

---

**Agenda-IV C (20)**

**Distributed Digitized Answer Book Evaluation Software for a Computer Aided System.**  
**PI: Dr. P. Sunthar, IIT Bombay**

The proposal is to develop a software system, associated answer book design, printing and post-exam booklet handling standards and protocols, making statistics and MIS for an unbiased, secured error free on screen evaluation of digitized answer booklets. After the SC recommendation & Financial Due Diligence a budget of `35.40 Lakh is proposed.

The PAB did not approve the proposal “Distributed Digitized Answer Book Evaluation Software for a Computer Aided System” as the PI did not agree for the revised cost recommended after Financial Due Diligence.

---

**Agenda-IV C (21)**

**Award of ‘Consulting Work’ for ERP Project Completion and Integrated Implementation.**  
**PI: Prof. Y.N. Singh, IIT Kanpur.**
The proposal put up by the SC is that the PI has informed that he and his group have completed 9 out of 15 EduERP components of the sanctioned Project. It has been observed that, most of the components of the EduERP Project are working fine but such components are working in silos and are lacking seamless integration of EduERP modules within the Institution as well as across the Institutions.

The SC has recommended awarding the missing work to a consulting agency for preparation of an assessment report after carrying out “Gap Analysis” etc. to be completed in three-month period at a cost of `15.00 Lakh.

The PAB approved the proposal to release `15.00 Lakh as recommended by the SC.

**Agenda-IV C (22)**

**The Village Community Network**
**PI: Dr. K. S. Daya, Dayalbagh Educational Institute, Agra**

The proposal put up by the SC is that the PI was assigned to develop low cost network synchronization oscillators for voice data networks to bring down cost of network installation, operation and services dramatically and to rollout technology for ubiquitous connectivity in two remote villages. An amount of `3.00 Crore out of `6.00 Crore, approved by the PAB has been released. The PI has spent `3.22 Crore on the Project. The SC has now appreciated the efforts of the PI; however, it is felt that the Project can no longer be funded under the Mission. The SC has recommended the release of excess amount `22.00 Lakh spent by the PI. The UC has been received from PI, which states an excess expenditure of `23,05,235/-.

The PAB approved the proposal to release `23,05,235/- to the PI subject to Receipt of the Report by the PI and Acceptance of it by the DEC and observed that the DEC should ensure that the Phase-I deliverables of the Project are put to proper use.

**AGENDA-IV C(b)**


**AGENDA-IV C(b) (1)**

Projects recommended by the “DTH OMG” are put before PAB for kind consideration & approval

The DTH-OMG vide its 1st Meeting held on 4th February 2015, recommended a-g Projects as under:-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item No</th>
<th>Proposal Regarding</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Amount approved (` in Lakhs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) a</td>
<td>Development of Pedagogy &amp; Scheduling</td>
<td>SNDT Women’s University</td>
<td>135.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) b</td>
<td>Design &amp; develop Logo’s &amp; its animate</td>
<td>IIT BOMBAY</td>
<td>25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) c</td>
<td>Develop &amp; design Template for e-</td>
<td>INFLIBNET</td>
<td>35.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(1) d Conduct trainings & workshops for Subject Co-ordinators, SME’s, TE Co-ordinators etc. CEC 1000.00
(1) e Design and implement Advertisement, promo & Awareness programme INFLIBNET 505.00
(1) f Strengthening activities, management, office, manpower etc., for running DTH Programme. IIT Delhi 75.00
(1) g To study & design a number of Set Top Boxes, for reception of MHRD DTH programme. Only conduct of Meetings -NIL-

The Chairman, PAB questioned the recommendation of awarding the above mentioned Projects on nomination basis; it was felt by the PAB that there is no justification for awarding these Projects on nomination basis.

AGENDA-IV C(b) (2)

Engaging Director, IIT Delhi for Setting up MHRD DTH Earth Station at JNU and seeking Technical Assistance of Prasar Bharti

The DEC DTH-OMG has forwarded a proposal as above, stating that the PAB in its 23rd Meeting had approved for obtaining services of M/s TCIL at one-time payment of `24.00 Lakh for locating an agency for hiring a Teleport for MHRD 50 DTH Channels. A sum of `7.2 Lakh has already been released to TCIL for tendering to hire teleport facilities and the TCIL has also gone ahead with the tender on this.

Meanwhile, the PAB in its 24th Meeting has further approved construction of 2000 square meter of space for DTH Teleport by JNU at its Campus at a cost of `13.00 Crore for Civil & `6.5 Crore for Electric works, AC etc.

The DTH-OMG recently felt that since the PAB has approved a place to install our own Earth Station at JNU, we could plan and launch our own earth station for Up-linking to Satellite, as this option turns out to be cost effective, when compared to hiring a Teleport service. If approved, the DTH-OMG has further recommended a proposal to the PAB for approval that Prasar Bharti of India may be engaged to design a RFP for MHRD Teleport and the IIT Delhi be engaged to set up the Teleport at the JNU. Accordingly, the DTH-OMG recommended that the Director, IIT Delhi be sanctioned a Sum of `30.00 Crores on account of establishing Teleport and further funding on this be sanctioned by the PAB to Director, IIT Delhi as and when a detailed proposal is forwarded by the DTH-OMG to the PAB.

The PAB did not approve the above Projects and it was decided that it may be explored whether renting the infrastructure rather than owning it would be better or not as the Mission has no expertise regarding maintaining such infrastructure.

AGENDA-IV C(b) (3)

Revised Budget (Recurring + Non-recurring) on DTH Programme and defining the Source of Budget for DTH activities.
The PAB was briefed that the PAB in its 25th Meeting approved a budget of `572.73 Crore (Non-Recurring `197.77 Crore & Recurring `374.96 Crore). The MHRD vide letter dated 2nd January, 2015 to Director IIT, Madras, has communicated to go ahead & explore the possibility to reduce the cost of TEs. Based on revision exercise, the IIT Madras has submitted tentative revised budget proposal, Non-Recurring budget of `244.41 Crore, Recurring budget of `103.58 Crore/annum and budget on Content Development etc. `102.34 Crore/annum. It was pointed that the Mission document has earmarked `401.00 Crore on hardware activities related to satellite dissemination, now being undertaken under the DTH Programme.

The PAB decided that the Detailed Budget Proposal may be put up on file for consideration and scrutiny by the IFD of MHRD before being put up to the Chairperson, PAB who was authorized to take a final decision.

**Agenda-IV D, Miscellaneous Items**

**Process for Preparing Agenda Notes for New Proposals.**

The Guidelines/procedures for processing NMEICT Project proposals issued on 12th December, 2014, state that the recommendations of the Domain Experts Committee (DEC), be placed before the PAB. This is in view of the fact that since the Members of the DECs are mostly academicians, the insights provided in DECs’ recommendations do not cover relevant aspects like the provisions for compliance with GFRs, the cost estimates etc. in the proposals considered by them.

The PAB approved the process that the TEL Bureau should offer its recommendations to the PAB on Agenda Notes on Administrative and Financial issues.

**Agenda-V: Items for information.**

**Request Department of Space for Re-allocation of Satellite Transponders to MHRD for DTH Programme**

The PAB was informed that on the request from Chairman, DTH-OMG, the Chairman, PAB approached the Chairman, ISRO & Secretary, DoS on 19th February, 2015 requesting him to swap the two Transponders allotted to MHRD (at GSAT-8 Satellite, location at 55º degree East), to a location close to a Satellite presently being used by the Doordarshan (INSAT-4B Satellite, location at 93.5º East). In this way it shall enable viewers of Doordarshan & that of Dish TV, approx. 20 and 15 millions respectively in numbers to watch the proposed 50 Channels of MHRD DTH programmes without having loaded such Channels on their network & uplinking such Channels.

The PAB was further informed that in response to the letter, the Chairman, ISRO and Secretary, DoS has vide his letter dated 12th March, 2015 replied favourably to Secretary, Higher Education that the proposal shall soon be put before the INSAT Coordination Committee.

The PAB noted the above.
Extension of NPTEL Project till 31st March 2015.

The PAB was briefed that Projects sanctioned under NMEICT were extended by MHRD till 30th September, 2014. The Co-ordinator, NPTEL, (a Project assigned to IIT Madras) approached the TEL Bureau informing that they are taking the initiative of MHRD and is interested to launch 11 MOOCs from early 2015. In order to develop the MOOCs & launch them, the NPTEL has some unspent funds and requires extension to continue the NPTEL Project till 31st March, 2015. Noting urgency in the matter, the Secretary, Higher Education in his capacity, as Chairman, PAB had on 15th December, 2014 extended NPTEL Project till 31st March, 2015, without any additional financial burden to MHRD.

The PAB ratified the extension of NPTEL Project till 31st March 2015.

**TABLE Agenda-VI (2)**

**Ratification and Approval for Relaxation in Qualification of Ms. Shilpi Tiwari for Temporary Appointment as Consultant under NMEICT.**

A note dated 11th March, 2015 was received from the Office of Hon’ble HRM regarding appointment of Ms. Shilpi Tiwari as Consultant under NMEICT to work on website, social media and other communication related activities including but not limited to design and content development for MHRD.

EdCIL India Limited, as TSG for NMEICT, has examined the proposal. Thereafter, the Secretary, Higher Education has approved the appointment of Ms. Shilpi Tiwari. It was proposed that initially she may be appointed for the period of 3 months at a fee of Rs. 35,000/- per month and relaxation in qualifications of Ms. Shilpi Tiwari may be approved.

The PAB ratified the approval accorded by Secretary, Higher Education to appoint Ms. Shilpi Tiwari and relaxation in qualifications prescribed for appointment of Consultants in respect of Ms. Tiwari.

The Members thanked the Chairman, PAB for having spent extended hours on discussion of agenda items and having conducted a fruitful deliberation.

*****
### Annexure-I

**Meeting:** XXIX Project Approval Board (PAB) under National Mission on Education through Information and Communication Technology.

**Date & Time:** 20\(^{th}\) May, 2014 at 03:00 PM.

**Venue:** Conference Room No. 112-C Wing (First Floor), MHRD, Shastri Bhawan, New Delhi.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No</th>
<th>Name &amp; Designation</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Contact Nos.</th>
<th>Email</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Shri Satyanarayan Mohanty, Secretary, Higher Education</td>
<td>Shastri Bhawan, New Delhi</td>
<td>011-23022115</td>
<td><a href="mailto:sv.raghavan@gov.in">sv.raghavan@gov.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Prof. S.V. Raghavan, Secretary, Govt. of India</td>
<td></td>
<td>8800398723</td>
<td><a href="mailto:rpa1949@gmail.com">rpa1949@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Shri R.P. Agarwal, Formal Secretary (HE)</td>
<td>University Grants Commission (UGC)</td>
<td>011-23234019 9818907778 Fax: 011-23239659</td>
<td><a href="mailto:cm@ugc.ac.in">cm@ugc.ac.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Prof. Ved Prakash, Chairman</td>
<td>University Grants Commission (UGC)</td>
<td>011-23234019 9818907778 Fax: 011-23239659</td>
<td><a href="mailto:cm@ugc.ac.in">cm@ugc.ac.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Shri H.P. Kincha,</td>
<td>Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore</td>
<td>9845010476</td>
<td><a href="mailto:hpk1598@gmail.com">hpk1598@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Shri M.S. Ananth, Distinguished visiting</td>
<td>IIT Bombay</td>
<td>022-25767239 9008020743</td>
<td><a href="mailto:ananth@iitm.ac.in">ananth@iitm.ac.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Shri Rajat Moona, Director General</td>
<td>C-DAC, Bangalore</td>
<td>020-25696565 9822043911 Fax: 020-25691111</td>
<td><a href="mailto:moona@cdac.in">moona@cdac.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Shri M. Balakrishnan,</td>
<td>Department of Computer Science &amp; Engineering, IIT Delhi (DCSE)</td>
<td>011-26591285 9871666611 Fax: 011-26581060</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mbala@cse.iitd.ac.in">mbala@cse.iitd.ac.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Shri SP Goyal, Joint Secretary (TEL)</td>
<td>Shastri Bhawan, New Delhi</td>
<td>9453050000</td>
<td><a href="mailto:spgoyal@nic.in">spgoyal@nic.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Shri Deepak B. Pathak, CSE Department.</td>
<td>IIT Bombay</td>
<td>022-25767747 +919820017052</td>
<td><a href="mailto:dbp@it.iitb.ac.in">dbp@it.iitb.ac.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Shri Avinash S. Pant</td>
<td>AICTE</td>
<td>9958411661</td>
<td><a href="mailto:pantavinash@hotmail.com">pantavinash@hotmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Shri Harshit Mishra, Senior Research Officer</td>
<td>Niti Aayog</td>
<td>011-23042209</td>
<td><a href="mailto:harshit.mishra@nic.in">harshit.mishra@nic.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Ajit Balakrishnan, Chairman</td>
<td>Indian Institute of Management Calcutta</td>
<td>+ 91 982033400</td>
<td><a href="mailto:ajit@rediffmail.com">ajit@rediffmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Shri Yogendra Tripathi, Joint Secretary &amp;</td>
<td>MHRD, Shastri Bhawan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Financial Advisor</td>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Phone Number</td>
<td>Email Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Dr. C.S Arora, Senior Consultant</td>
<td>NMEICT, MHRD, Shastri Bhawan</td>
<td>011-23389093</td>
<td><a href="mailto:cs.arora@nmeict.ac.in">cs.arora@nmeict.ac.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Shri Pradeep Kaul, Senior Consultant, NMEICT, MHRD</td>
<td>Shastri Bhawan</td>
<td>9868274690</td>
<td><a href="mailto:kaulp428@gmail.com">kaulp428@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Shri Devender Kumar, Under Secretary (TEL)</td>
<td>MHRD, Shastri Bhawan</td>
<td>011-23073582, 9811844397</td>
<td><a href="mailto:dvndrkmr@gmail.com">dvndrkmr@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Shri Ravi Poovah</td>
<td>IIT Bombay</td>
<td>25767820, 989170809</td>
<td><a href="mailto:ravi@iitb.ac.in">ravi@iitb.ac.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Shri Ravi Mukashi Pumakar, Department of Design</td>
<td>IIT Guwahati</td>
<td>0361-2582486, 09954029136</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mokashi@iitg.ernet.in">mokashi@iitg.ernet.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Shri Bibhudutta Barna, NID</td>
<td>R&amp;D Campus, Bangalore</td>
<td>9739718577</td>
<td><a href="mailto:bibhudutta@nid.edu">bibhudutta@nid.edu</a>.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>